Development of stepping patterns in human infants: a dynamical systems perspective.
Upright locomotion has been, perhaps, the most studied of all human motor behaviors. The acquisition of this motor milestone has been of major interest to developmentalists from the motor as well as the cognitive domains. Until recently, developmentalists have chosen a nonexperimental approach, opting instead to describe the motor behaviors that precede walking, assigning them precursor status, and attributing the sequence solely to maturation of the nervous system. In this paper, I will discuss evidence that suggests that we may better understand this and other aspects of motor development by viewing them from the theoretical perspective of nonlinear and complex dynamical systems. Focus will be on the availability of a coordinated and alternating stepping pattern throughout much of the first year of life. Factors that influence the expression of and variability in this movement pattern will also be discussed. In addition, I will address the need to understand the development of control of pattern formations as well as their coordination, and I will discuss one approach that may provide some insight; that is, to study the modulations and patterns of muscle and other forces underlying limb movements.